The search for susceptibility loci in hereditary prostate cancer (HPC) is challenging because of locus and disease heterogeneity. One approach to reduce disease heterogeneity is to stratify families on the basis of the occurrence of multiple cancer types. This method may increase the power for detecting susceptibility loci, including those with pleiotropic effects. We have completed a genome-wide SNP linkage analysis of 96 HPC families, each of which has one or more first-degree relatives with colon cancer (CCa), and further analyzed the subset of families with two or more CCa cases (n¼27). When only a prostate cancer (PCa) phenotype was considered to be affected, we observed suggestive evidence for linkage (LOD Z1.86) at 15q14, 18q21 and 19q13 in all families, and at 1p32 and 15q11-q14 in families with two or more CCa cases. When both the PCa and CCa phenotypes were considered affected, suggestive evidence for linkage was observed at 11q25, 15q14 and 18q21 in all families, and at 1q31, 11q14 and 15q11-14 in families with two or more CCa cases. The strongest linkage signal was identified at 15q14 when both PCa and CCa phenotypes were considered to be affected in families with two or more CCa cases (recessive HLOD¼3.88). These results provide further support for the presence of HPC susceptibility loci on chromosomes 11q14, 15q11-q14 and 19q13 and highlight loci at 1q31, 11q, 15q11-14 and 18q21 as having possible pleiotropic effects. This study shows the benefit of using a comprehensive family cancer history to create more genetically homogenous subsets of HPC families for linkage analyses.
INTRODUCTION
Family-based genome-wide linkage studies have highlighted over two dozen putative loci for hereditary prostate cancer (HPC) with significant or suggestive signals; however, because of the joint contribution of locus and disease heterogeneity, few have been confirmed and most have not yielded clear evidence of specific genes or causative variants (reviewed in Ostrander et al 1 and Schaid 2 ). To overcome some of these challenges and create more homogenous subsets of pedigrees, linkage studies have focused on refining the phenotypic definition of prostate cancer (PCa). 3, 4 One approach to overcome heterogeneity in a complex disease such as HPC is to stratify families by the presence of other primary cancers. This method is supported by evidence that some inherited susceptibility genes have a pleiotropic effect. 5 Although a cancer syndrome that includes PCa has not been identified, there is evidence that relatives of PCa probands are at increased risk for other primary cancers such as colon. 6 Analysis of a subset of HPC families in which there is an occurrence of an additional cancer type offers the advantage of reducing locus heterogeneity, thereby improving power for finding susceptibility loci.
Stratifying families on the basis of the presence of multiple cancers has been used successfully to map loci and then characterize the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes for breast cancer. [7] [8] [9] [10] Although specific loci have not yet been identified, PCa linkage studies of families with multiple cancers have also suggested regions that may contain HPC susceptibility genes. The putative 1p36 HPC susceptibility region was initially mapped using families with first-degree relatives diagnosed with primary brain cancer, 11 with subsequent evidence for this locus reported in other studies. 12, 13 Linkage analyses of HPC families stratified by the presence of kidney cancer 14 or pancreas cancer 15 in first-degree relatives of PCa probands have also suggested susceptibility loci, two of which, 7p21 and 16q23, have also been identified in other HPC linkage analyses. 4, 16, 17 Evidence for a shared genetic etiology of PCa and colon cancer (CCa) has emerged from studies showing an excess risk of CCa in families ascertained for PCa, and vice versa. 6, 18, 19 In addition, several susceptibility regions, including 3p14, 8q24 and 15q13-q14, have been suggested in both PCa 16, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and CCa 20,25-27 studies, providing support for a potential shared genetic disposition for developing these two cancers.
On the basis of the evidence presented above, we have selected 96 HPC families with at least one first-degree relative of a PCa proband with CCa and performed genome-wide parametric and nonparametric linkage analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hereditary prostate cancer families with colon cancer members HPC families included in these analyses are participating in the Prostate Cancer Genetic Research Study (PROGRESS). 24, 28 Participants have completed a baseline and two follow-up surveys that queried personal and family cancer history. From these questions, we identified families that had one or more members with CCa. An individual was considered to have a diagnosis of CCa if (1) it was self-reported; (2) there was at least one first-degree relative report; and/or (3) there were at least two second-degree relative reports. A random sample of 27 CCa cases was chosen for reporting validation. For the 11 individuals for whom a medical record or death certificate was obtained, 10 CCa (91%) reports were confirmed. In addition to the above 27 cases, death certificates were available for another 23 CCa cases, 12 of whom also had PCa. Of these, 100% of the 23 CCa reports were confirmed (five selfreports and 18 relative reports). Families were only considered eligible for this study if the individual(s) with CCa had a first-degree relative with PCa. Individuals with CCa were also considered to be affected if they had a firstdegree relative with CCa who, in turn, had a first-degree relative with PCa. All other CCa cases were considered unknown. Using the above criteria, 136 CCa cases were identified in 99 PROGRESS families. In all, 57 of the CCa cases (41.9%) also had PCa. A total of 98 CCa cases had genotyping data, of which 43 were inferred. Families were of Caucasian (N¼95), Hispanic (N¼1) or other (N¼3) ancestry. The analyses reported in this study included only the 96 Caucasian/Hispanic HPC families with one or more CCa cases as summarized in Table 1 .
Genotyping and quality control
Genotyping and quality control analyses were performed as a part of a larger study described previously. 24 In brief, samples were genotyped using the Illumina Linkage Panel IVb (5867 SNPs; Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and analyses were performed on a total of 4743 tagSNPs with a median minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.40 (range 0.05-0.50), a median call rate of 99% (range 97-100%), a median intermarker distance over all chromosomes of 0.60 cM (range 0.001-5.97 cM) and a median overall information content of 86% (range 63-90%).
Linkage analysis
Both parametric and nonparametric allele-sharing linkage analyses were performed using Merlin software (http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/ Merlin/index.html). 29 Parametric LOD scores were computed using an assumed PCa susceptibility allele frequency of 0.003 and 0.15 for autosomal dominant and recessive models, respectively, with a fixed phenocopy rate of 15%. Penetrances of 0.001 for noncarriers and 1.0 for carriers of a putative risk allele were assumed. Parametric LOD scores allowed for linkage heterogeneity (HLOD) by estimating the fraction of linked pedigrees. Nonparametric LOD scores were calculated using the Kong and Cox exponential allele-sharing model score (KCLOD). 30 Parametric LOD scores were based on an 'affecteds-only' analysis. For this approach, the genotypes of all pedigree members were used, but only affecteds were coded as such; unaffected members were coded as unknown phenotype. This strategy eliminates modeling the penetrance for unaffected subjects, who might not be thoroughly screened for disease. Furthermore, the absolute values of the assumed penetrances are not critical, only the ratio of penetrances (eg, as a genotype relative risk). However, including the genotypes of subjects with unaffected or unknown phenotypes does increase the linkage information content by increasing the identity-by-descent information among affected subjects.
Our analyses considered PCa and CCa in two different ways: (1) only individuals with PCa were coded as affected (subjects with CCa were coded as unknown); and (2) individuals with either PCa or CCa were coded as affected. This allowed us to evaluate the contribution of CCa to the linkage results. The parametric linkage models were the same for both analyses (in terms of assumed allele frequencies and penetrances). Although Merlin software can analyze SNPs that are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) by treating them as multiallelic markers and using the expectation-maximization algorithm, 31 this option requires an excessive amount of memory and analytical time for large pedigrees. We thus eliminated much of the LD by selecting 4743 tagSNPs using LDselect 32 with a low r 2 threshold (r 2 r0.10); tags for each bin were chosen considering Illumina QC measures, MAF and SNP call rate. Marker allele frequencies were estimated across the pool of all subjects, ignoring genetic relationships.
Pedigrees were stratified as follows: (1) families with one or more colon cancer cases (96 families); and (2) families with two or more colon cancer cases (27 families). One HPC-colon cancer pedigree had to be split into two subpedigrees to 'fit' the data into the memory limits of Merlin software.
RESULTS
The findings presented in this study are based on 96 HPC-colon cancer pedigrees in which 900 individuals were genotyped (n¼835) or genotype information was reconstructed from relatives (n¼65). These individuals included 422 PCa cases, 67 male CCa cases (46 of whom also had a diagnosis of PCa) and 30 female CCa cases (Table 1) . A total of 27 of the 96 pedigrees had at least two affected subjects with CCa. Figure 1 presents the LOD scores for the HPC-colon cancer families analyzed for the PCa-only phenotype. LOD scores of at least 1.86 were considered suggestive for linkage, 33 and these are summarized in Hereditary prostate cancer linkage analysis LM FitzGerald et al was observed on chromosome 15q14 with a recessive HLOD of 3.88 at 33 Mb; however, the KCLOD decreased slightly at this locus compared with that observed for the PCa-only phenotype (KCLOD of 2.29 and 2.45 at 33 Mb, respectively). An additional suggestive linkage peak was observed at 15q11.2 with a KCLOD of 2.14 at 22 Mb, although evidence for linkage again decreased slightly when the CCa phenotype was considered as affected.
Because CCa, similar to PCa, is a relatively common cancer with both hereditary and sporadic forms, we analyzed whether the stratification of families by the number of CCa cases affected our strongest linkage signal at 15q11-14. We reanalyzed the data according to the number of CCa cases: one case vs two or more cases per family. Each stratum was analyzed for the PCa-only phenotype and then for the PCa and CCa phenotypes. Figure 3 shows that under both a nonparametric and recessive model, HPC families with only one CCa case provided no evidence for linkage to 15q11-14, whereas families with two or more CCa cases provided all evidence for linkage to this region.
DISCUSSION
To create a comparatively more homogeneous subset of HPC pedigrees, we analyzed data from 96 HPC families with at least one CCa case among first-degree relatives of a PCa proband. Families were initially analyzed using a PCa-only phenotype. To search for loci with possible pleiotropic effects, analyses were repeated considering both PCa and CCa phenotypes as affected. Several suggestive linkage signals were identified, with the most striking evidence observed at 15q14 in families with two or more CCa cases and both PCa and CCa phenotypes considered affected (recessive HLOD¼3.88).
Several of the linkage peaks observed in this study have been noted in previous PCa linkage studies, including 11q14, 34,35 19q13 36,37 and, of particular interest, 15q11-14. The International Consortium for Prostate Cancer Genetics (ICPCG) presented suggestive evidence for linkage to 15q11 (recessive LOD¼2.10) in a microsatellite analysis of 1233 HPC families, including 254 PROGRESS families. 38 A study of 230 multiplex PCa sibships from the United States 16 found a Z-score of 2.77 at 15q13.3 and when investigating 139 families from Germany, 23 a Z-score of 2.23 was observed at 15q13.1. In 2004, a study of 44 Japanese PCa families highlighted a linkage peak at 15q14 (Z lr ¼1.75), 12 and, most recently, 15q13-q14 was highlighted in a dense SNP genome-wide scan of 289 Caucasian HPC families (HLOD¼1.99), which included the 96 pedigrees presented in this study. 24 Interestingly, the strongest evidence for linkage at this region was in a subset analysis of 128 families with younger ages at diagnosis (KCLOD¼2.82), 24 eight of which overlap with the 27 HPC-colon cancer families that provided the strongest evidence for linkage in the current analyses (recessive HLOD¼3.88). Although stratifying by age at diagnosis seemed to create some homogeneity in the original analyses of the PROGRESS data set, 24 the method of selecting families on the basis of the presence of another primary cancer, in this case CCa, clearly created greater homogeneity among the families, especially in families with two or more CCa cases. Interestingly, families contributing evidence for linkage to one locus rarely provided evidence for linkage to any of the other loci, further suggesting that this study achieved both inter-and intra-familial heterogeneity.
On the basis of several lines of evidence, our a priori hypothesis was that a shared genetic etiology exists for PCa and CCa. First, an excess risk of CCa has been reported in families ascertained for PCa 6, 18 and, conversely, an excess of PCa (RR¼1.3, 95% CI 1.1-1.4) has been observed in families ascertained for CCa. 19 Second, a study by Ozden et al 39 found a 10.7% 10-year cumulative incidence of PCa in men with a history of CCa compared with 3.8% in men without CCa. Third, mutations in two of the mismatch repair genes (MLH1 and MSH3), which are associated with predisposition to hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC), have been associated with an increased relative risk of PCa. 40, 41 Of particular interest to the work reported here are earlier studies that have highlighted several common susceptibility regions for both PCa and CCa, including 3p14.2, 21, 26 15q13-q14 16, [23] [24] [25] and 18q21. 24, 42 Finally, a PCa linkage study highlighted the 8q24 locus 22 that has since been shown to harbor a SNP, rs6983267, which is associated with increased relative risks of both PCa and CCa. 20, 43 The fact that several of the regions observed in this study have been previously observed in PCa or CCa studies, or both, is noteworthy. The 15q11-q14 region was first suggested as a CCa susceptibility locus based on linkage analyses of Ashkenazi Jewish pedigrees. 27 More recently, a linkage scan of colon neoplasia families also highlighted 15q14-q22. 25 Jaeger et al 44 have restricted the location of the CCa susceptibility locus to a region spanning approximately 1 Mb (30.7-31.4 Mb), which overlaps with the larger region of linkage presented in this study . Then, in a large association study of CCa in cases from the United Kingdom a SNP from this same region was shown to increase risk in cases with a family history or an early onset of disease (rs4779584; P¼4.44Â10 À14 ). 44 This is particularly interesting, as 15q13-14 has been highlighted previously in PROGRESS families with a younger mean age at diagnosis. 24 The 15q11-14 peak observed in this study encompasses an interesting candidate gene, FMN1, which is highly expressed in the prostate. The formin (FMN) family of proteins governs cytoskeletal organization in cells and is known to have an essential role in cell division and polarity. 45, 46 Although a link between FMN1 and cancer has not yet been described, the peak signals for the above-mentioned US 16 and German 23 PCa linkage analyses also fall within the transcript region of the FMN1 gene. Intriguingly, the colorectal susceptibility locus identified in the study by Jaeger et al 44 also spans the FMN1 gene .
Three other regions highlighted in this study, 11q14, 11q25 and 18q21, have also been observed in PCa and/or CCa studies. The 11q14 region has been noted not only in PCa linkage studies 34, 35 but also in a genome-wide linkage analysis of 18 Swedish CCa families. 47 Although 11q25 has been highlighted in previous PCa linkage studies, 23, 24 recent evidence suggests that 11q25 may contain a locus that is involved in multiple malignancies. Cui et al 48 have shown that the 11q25 tumorsuppressor gene, OPCML, is downregulated by promoter methylation in several tumor cell lines, including prostate, colon and breast. Chromosome 18q21 has also been suggested as being both a PCa and CCa susceptibility region through LOH studies, 49, 50 a previous linkage analysis of PROGRESS families with a comparatively more clinically aggressive PCa phenotype and an older mean age at diagnosis, 24 and, finally, a GWAS of familial CCa cases and controls (rs4939827; P¼1.0Â10 À12 ). 51 There were a number of linkage peaks noted in this study that were either stronger or only present when analyzing a specific phenotype. For example, peaks at 19q13 and 1p32 were stronger or only present, respectively, when analyzing the PCa phenotype, whereas peaks at 11q14 and 1q31 were stronger or only present, respectively, when analyzing both the PCa and CCa phenotypes. Although none of these regions reached genome-wide statistical significance, these results suggest that specific phenotype analyses may reveal susceptibility loci that have either disease-specific effects (1p32 and 19q13) or potential pleiotropic effects (1q31 and 11q14).
One limitation of this study is that not all CCa cases were confirmed by medical records or death certificates. Such documentation was obtained for only 34 (25.6%) of the CCa cases, but these records confirmed 97% of the CCa diagnoses in this subset. Previous studies have found that 17-100% of self-reported CCa 52,53 and 48-93% of first-degree relative-reported CCa were confirmed by medical records. 54, 55 Therefore, there may be individuals with CCa who were missed or, more rarely, individuals with an incorrect assignment of CCa. The first scenario should not contribute to false findings of linkage, as all our analyses relied on phenotype data only from affected individuals.
To our knowledge, in only rare instances does PCa metastasize to the colon, or vice versa; however, two additional issues that need to be considered when studying these two cancers are the potential effects of screening or early detection and treatment. Once a diagnosis of either PCa or CCa is made, the patient may be exposed to greater medical attention, increasing the likelihood of screening for additional cancer types. The diagnosis of the first primary cancer could also influence the patient's lifestyle choices and positive changes (eg, cessation of smoking, weight loss, increase in exercise), which may alter the risk of a subsequent cancer. Treatment for the first primary cancer may also affect the risk for subsequent cancers. A recent study found that PCa patients treated with external beam radiotherapy had an increased risk of CCa 5-9 years after treatment; 56 however, previous studies have found discordant results regarding the occurrence of CCa and PCa and the subsequent risk of other cancers (reviewed in Bostrom and Soloway 57 ). Of the 57 men in this study with earlier diagnoses of both primary PCa and primary CCa, we have information regarding the temporal relationship between these diagnoses for 46 men. Of these, two men (4%) were diagnosed with both cancers within the same year and five (11%) men initially diagnosed with PCa and treated with primary radiation therapy were subsequently diagnosed with CCa 5-9 years after radiation treatment.
In summary, to create a more homogeneous subset of HPC families, a genome-wide linkage analysis of 96 families with at least one first-degree relative of a PCa proband with CCa was performed. This study has provided further support for the presence of HPC susceptibility regions on chromosomes 11q14, 15q11-q14, 18q21 and 19q13, with the most striking evidence for a region on 15q14. Thus, these results support both previously suggested HPC regions, as well as novel candidate HPC regions with potential pleiotropic effects. In fact, four well-recognized CCa susceptibility regions, 11q14, 11q25, 15q13-q14 and 18q21, were suggested as candidate PCa susceptibility regions in this study. Future work will focus on refining the interval of linkage at 15q11-q14 in HPC-colon families, with the aim of identifying the underlying susceptibility locus (loci). Although the search for highly penetrant, rare PCa susceptibility loci has proven to be difficult, the combination of approaches used in this study is likely to elucidate unique regions containing genes that are responsible for the heritable form of this common and complex disease.
